Southern Africa is arid, and thus traveling from seminar to seminar is often a challenge through the waste lands of desert territory, the home of snakes and scorpions.

Traveling Africa teaching Restoration Seminars is easy when you have all the essential items, one's Bible and the "white gold" in my left hand. Essentials are essentials.

RESTORATION SEMINARS focus on bringing preachers of all religious groups together to restore the Bible as our only authority in matters faith. Great men do great things!

Most times there are no paved highways in Africa. There is just endless travel from one seminar to another down dusty corrugated roads that make teeth rattle.

You have not tasted the thrill of teaching until you have placed a Teacher's Bible into the hands of a preacher, as these, who are leading in teaching the Bible to others also.

The goal of the Teacher’s Bible Project is to get one Teacher’s Bible to every preacher throughout Africa. This is our “school” for teaching faithful men.